Extended Abstract then examined for regular expressions such as "<integer>°/O", "<integer>.<integer>", and "<integer> Many statistics pertaining to information security out of <integer>". Those . reward longer sentences. A set of "stop words" like A Web spider first retrieves links (5000 in our "and" and "the" were excluded from this calculation. experiments) from a Google search of conjunctions of The adjustment factor was the sum of the sentence computer-security words such as "computer + virus + lengths divided by one plus the sum. We found that attack" and "firewall + intrusion". Our program then requiring around 80% of the words be identical applies filtering not possible with Google. We first worked best in general. But even then there were false delete duplicate pages on different sites and those positives on a number of sentences involving the where the keywords are not in the main body of text financial news unrelated to information security, such (as in links or image references). We search as "One in five sustained financial losses due to an automatically within the page text for specific patterns attack on mobile data platforms." involving statistical expressions. For instance, we look Inspection of our experimental results revealed some for numbers followed by "0%", or "$" followed by a exact matches, indicating free use of quotation on the number, or phrases like "one out of four" or "one
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